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Geometries associated with relative stabilities, energy gaps, and polarities of W-doped germanium clusters
have been investigated systematically by using density functional theory. The threshold size for the endohedral
coordination and the critical size of W-encapsulated Gen structures emerge as, respectively,n ) 8 andn )
12, while the fullerene-like W@Gen clusters appears atn ) 14. The evaluated relative stabilities in term of
the calculated fragmentation energies reveal that the fullerene-like W@Ge14 and W@Ge16 structures as well
as the hexagonal prism WGe12 have enhanced stabilities over their neighboring clusters. Furthermore, the
calculated polarities of the W@Gen reveal that the bicapped tetragonal antiprism WGe10 is a polar molecule
while the hexagonal prism WGe12 is a nonpolar molecule. Moreover, the recorded natural populations show
that the charges transfer from the germanium framework to the W atom. Additionally, the WGe12 cluster
with large highest occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO-LUMO) gap,
large fragmentation energy, and large binding energy is supposed to be suitable as a building block of assembly
cluster material. It should be pointed out that the remarkable features of W@Gen clusters above are distinctly
different from those of transition metal (TM) doped Gen (TM ) Cu and Ni) clusters, indicating that the
growth pattern of the TMGen depends on the kind of doped TM impurity.

I. Introduction

Transition metal doped semiconductor clusters are currently
of great interest in that the sized selectivities, tunable gaps, and
magnetic properties can lead to novel self-assembly nanoscale
optoelectronic materials. Recent theoretical and experimental
investigations on the TM-doped germanium clusters indicate
that the TM-doped germanium clusters differ from the TM-
doped silicon clusters in growth patterns.1-3 Our previous
calculations on the first-row TM-doped germanium clusters
indicate that the TM@Ge10 (TM ) Ni and Cu) have larger
relative stabilities as compared to those of other sized TM@Gen

(n ) 1-9, 11-13; TM ) Ni and Cu) clusters, which is in good
agreement with experimental observations of CoGe10

- and
theoretical results.1,4-6 As far as the TM-doped germanium
clusters are concerned, no systematic investigations on the
different sized TM-doped Gen clusters have been investigated
in detail until now. Hence, the relative stabilities of the species
TM@Ge10, TM@Ge12, and TM@Ge16, the threshold germanium
number of the TM-encapsulated caged Gen structures, the
cagelike or fullerene-like TM-encapsulated Gen geometries, the
charge-transfer mechanisms, and various growth pattern behav-
iors of the TM-doped germanium clusters or TM-doped silicon
clusters are studied because this remarkable information makes
them attractive for cluster-assembled materials. In this paper,
the detailed investigations on equilibrium geometries associated

with stabilities and energy gaps of the W-doped Gen clusters
are performed at the UB3LYP/LanL2DZ level.

II. Computational Details

The geometry optimizations of the WGen (n ) 1-17) clusters
are carried out by density functional theory (DFT) with the
unrestricted B3LYP exchange-correlation potential and effective
core potential (ECP) LanL2DZ basis sets.7,8 The standard
LanL2DZ basis sets,7,8 which provide an effective way to reduce
difficulties in calculations of two-electron integrals caused by
heavy transition metal atoms, are employed. Moreover, the
LanL2DZ basis sets with the scalar relativistic effects considered
do not degrade when the transition metal changes from the
second- to the third-row transition metal element. In a previous
paper, the LanL2DZ basis sets of ECP theory and the B3LYP
method were proven to be reliable for predicting the geometries,
stabilities, and electronic properties of Gen, TM@Sin, and the
first-row TM@Gen (TM ) Ni and Cu) systems.4,9-13 The
calculated results confirmed that the energetic ordering of the
competitive isomers for the definite sized TM@Gen clusters at
the B3LYP/GEN level (LanL2DZ for the TM atom and 6-31G
for the Gen atoms) is essentially unchanged as compared to the
results calculated using the B3LYP/LanL2DZ method. The ECP
approach used in the present context subdivides the electronic
system of the W atom into a core consisting of the K, L, M,
and N shells and a 5s25p65d46s2 valence region described by
three basis functions of s character and three p and two d basis
functions. Likewise, the Ge core comprises the K, L, and the
M shells, and two s, as well as two p basis functions,
corresponding to the 4s24p2 system, define the valence region.
The bond length, averaged atomic binding energy, and lowest
harmonic vibrational frequencies of the Ge2, W2, and WGe
molecules are calculated at the B3LYP/lanL2DZ and B3LYP/
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GEN levels and are listed in Table 1; for further evidences in
this paper, the calculated values at the B3LYP/LanL2DZ level
are in good agreement with those at the B3LYP/GEN level,
which are in good agreement with available experimental and
theoretical results,14 indicating that our calculations are reliable
and accurate, which will provide reliable data of the WGen (n
) 1-17) clusters. This examination of equilibrium bond lengths
and angles leads to deviations of typically 1-6%. Because of
its reliance on pseudopotentials, our study has to be considered
as preliminary and qualitative in nature. In this paper, all
theoretical calculations are carried out with Gaussian 03 program
package;15 the numerous adsorption sites of the Ge atom and
substitution sites of the W impurity on the small-sized Gen

clusters are investigated, while no stable geometries for the
small-sized WGen geometries with the W impurity being
localized at the center sites were found untiln g 8. Acknowl-
edging the nonzero spin of most of the species investigated,
the spin-unrestricted formalism (U) has been applied; the spin
triplet state of very small-sized WGen clusters (n e 2) and the
spin singlet state of the large-sized WGen (n g 3) clusters are
the lowest energy geometries.

III. Results and Discussions

III.A. Equilibrium Structures of WGe n (n ) 1-9). The
spin triplet state of theC∞V WGe dimer with an electronic state
of 3∆ is the most stable geometry and ground state, which is
similar to the triplet NiGe dimer.4 The linearD∞h WGe2 structure
is a stable structure; however, its total energy is higher than
that of the closed triangularC2V WGe2 structure, indicating that
its stability is weakened as compared to that of the latter.
Furthermore, the total energy of the closed triangular tripletC2V
structure is lower than that of the identical singlet structure by
0.54 eV, and the corresponding electronic ground state of WGe2

is 3A2.
As for the small-sized W-doped Gen (n ) 1-3) clusters, the

electronic state of the lowest energy structures also varies from
the spin triplet state (n ) 1 and 2) to the spin singlet state at
the size ofn ) 3. Therefore, the spin singlet state is discussed
for the large-sized WGen (n g 3) clusters. As seen from the
optimized geometries of the WGe3 clusters, the dominant
geometries are the planar and pyramidal structures when the
size of the cluster is equal to three. Furthermore, the total energy
of the pyramidal 3a structure is lower than that of the planar
rhombic 3b structure by 1.92 eV. The interactions between W
and Ge atoms in the pyramidal structure are obviously strength-
ened because the W-Ge bond length (2.39 Å) in the pyramidal
3a structure is shorter than that (2.43 Å) in the rhombic 3b
structure. According to the natural bonding orbitals (NBO), the
stabilization energy of orbital interactions between the W lone
pair NBO and the antibonding W-Ge NBOs in the pyramidal
structure are analyzed, and the calculated result is 7.45 kcal/

mol. Different from the lowest energy pyramidal WGe3 3a
cluster, previous studies on the first-row TM-doped germanium
clusters (n ) 3) with TM ) Cu and Ni indicate that the lowest
energy structures are the planar rhombic structure.4,13 It is worth
mentioning that the most stable WGe3 3a geometry is similar
to that of theC3V WSi3 isomer.3

Previous studies4,13 on the fist-row TM-doped Gen (TM )
Cu, Ni; n ) 4 and 5) clusters indicate that the dominant
geometries are the TM-capped bent rhombic pyramidal Gen

structures. For the W-doped Ge4 clusters, the calculated results
show that the W in the most stable WGe4 cluster participates
in bonding with all germanium atoms; a pyramidal W-doped
Ge4 structure is formed after one new germanium atom is capped
on the quasi-planar rhombus frame. Furthermore, the most stable
W-doped Ge4 geometry is similar to that of WSi4 structure.3

As for the WGe5 clusters involved, a low-lying high-symmetry
W-doped Ge5 structure is generated after the new germanium
atom is absorbed on the quasi-planar rhombus surface. As
illustrated in Table 2, the total energy of the high-symmetry
C4V 5a structure is lower than that of the nonsymmetrical 5b
structure by 0.32 eV. Consequently, theC4V 5a structure is the
most stable isomer, showing that theC4V 5a structure keeps the
framework that is analogous to the WSi5 isomer.3

The first-row TM (TM ) Cu and Ni) doped germanium
clusters are the guides.4,13 The cubic WGe6 structures, which
are based on the rhombic Ge6 framework, are yielded whenn
) 6. Interestingly, different inserted sites of the W atom in the
cubic Ge6 frame lead to different energetic isomers for the
identical sized cluster. As seen from Figure 1, the most stable
WGe6 6a and WGe7 7a structures are generated after two
germanium atoms are symmetrically capped on the pyramidal
WGe4 geometry. It should be pointed out that the calculated
total energies reveal that the stability of the cubic WGe7 7a
structure with a 6-fold rhombus is much stronger than that of
the tetrahedral pyramidal 7b structure in that the total energy
of the 7a isomer is much lower than that of the 7b isomer by
1.04 eV.

The threshold size of the endohedral WGen clusters turns out
to ben ) 8. Although some W surface-substituted structures,
e.g., tetrahedral pyramidal structures etc., are also found as the
stable structures, their total energies are obviously higher than
that of the W-encapsulated polyhedral 8c structure. The observed
8c structure, which can be seen as the evidence of the TM-
encapsulated germanium framework, is the most stable structure;
the W in the 8c isomer, which can be described as the W atom
interacting with four germanium atoms directly, localizes at the
center site of two pentagons of the germanium framework. This
geometry, however, is different from the most stable structures
of the first-row TM-doped Gen (TM ) Cu and Ni) clusters.4,13

As far as the WGe9 clusters are concerned, all optimized
stable W-doped germanium clusters have been characterized
as the W being sunken into the germanium polyhedron. The
most stable 9a isomer, which can be described as the W atom
being concave-capped in the slightly distortedC4V Ge9 isomer,
is obtained. As seen from the optimized WGe9 structures, the
W atom of the 9a isomer is surrounded by the germanium frame
and the W-Ge bond lengths vary from 2.551 to 2.843 Å. As
compared to the small-sized tetrahedral pyramidal WGen

clusters, the W atom in the stable 9b structure is encapsulated
into the tetrahedral pyramidal Ge9 frame.

III.B. Equilibrium Geometries and Stabilities of the Caged
WGen (n ) 10-17).On the basis of the previous investigations
on the first-row TM-doped Ge10 (TM ) Cu, Ni, and Co)
clusters,4-6,13one confirms that the bicapped tetragonal antiprism

TABLE 1: Bond Length ( R, angstrom), Averaged Atomic
Binding Energy (Eb/Atom, eV), and the Lowest Harmonic
Vibrational Frequency (freq, cm-1) for the Ground State of
the Following Molecules

molecule method spin R Eb freq
electronic

state

Ge2 B3LYP/LanL2DZ 1 2.528 1.172 250.1 3Σg

B3LYP/6-31G 1 2.421 1.502 262.7 3Σg

W2 B3LYP/LanL2DZ 0 2.039 1.836 410.6 3Σg

EXPa 3Σg
+

GeW B3LYP/LanL2DZ 1 2.325 1.123 287.9 3∆
B3LYP/GEN 1 2.328 299.5 3∆

a Ref 14.
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structure with the TM being totally encapsulated into the caged
Ge10 frame is the lowest energy structure and has nearly
equivalent bond lengths with surrounded germanium atoms. In

the case of WGe10 isomers, considering of the bicapped
tetragonal antiprism structure, the optimized 10d geometry with
unsaturated dangling bonds of germanium atoms is seriously
distorted. As can be seen from the findings related to the

TABLE 2: Geometries and Total Energies of WGen (n )
1-17) Clustersa

cluster sym state
freq

(cm-1)
RW-Ge

(Å)
RGe-Ge

(Å)
ET

(hartree)
∆E
(eV)

WGe Cv
3∆ 287.6 2.325 -71.4087609

WGe2 C2V (a) 3A2 141.3 2.405 2.712 -75.2450812
Dh (b) 1B 157.8 2.355 -75.1147725 3.55

WGe3 C3V (a) 1A1 96.2 2.39 3.024 -79.0743667
C2V (b) 1A1 72.6 2.425 2.537 -79.0036998 1.92

WGe4 Cs (a) 1A′ 58 2.404 2.603 -82.8518954

WGe5 C4V (a) 1A1 93.4 2.514 2.783 -86.6510549
C1 (b) 1A 43.1 2.437 2.584 -86.6393112 0.32

WGe6 Cs (a) 1A′ 66.1 2.497 2.556 -90.4400725
Cs (b) 1A′ 51.8 2.438 2.611 -90.4304657 0.26
Cs (c) 1A′ 56.8 2.492 2.523 -90.4328406 0.2
Cs (d) 1A′ 39.7 2.442 2.675 -90.4268533 0.36

WGe7 C1 (a) 1A 63 2.496 2.626 -94.2361233
Cs (b) 1A′ 20.8 2.519 2.638 -94.1978984 1.04
C1 (c) 1A 66.3 2.469 2.581 -94.2158083 0.55

WGe8 C1 (a) 1A 26.2 2.499 2.583 -98.0147576 0.85
C1 (b) 1A 38.5 2.611 2.71 -98.0239347 0.6
C1 (c) 1A 4.8 2.517 2.506 -98.0458772
Cs (d) 1A′ 43.5 2.456 2.594 -98.0055055 1.09
C1 (e) 1A 7.7 2.458 2.561 -98.0299713 0.43

WGe9 C1 (a) 1A 43.4 2.551 2.575 -101.851081
C1 (b) 1A 36.1 2.504 2.532 -101.8335625 0.48
C1 (c) 1A 37.1 2.524 2.584 -101.8248801 0.71
Cs (d) 1A′ 33.8 2.504 2.628 -101.8202354 0.84

WGe10 C1 (a) 1A 36.9 2.507 2.646 -105.6500233 0.05
C1 (b) 1A 27.6 2.531 2.518 -105.6271451 0.68
C1 (c) 1A 37.2 2.486 2.553 -105.6421215 0.27
C1 (d) 1A 17.7 2.478 2.758 -105.6520045
C1 (e) 1A 25.5 2.474 2.568 -105.6211565 0.84

WGe11 C2 (a) 1A 25.7 2.581 2.504 -109.4372329
C1 (b) 1A 31.8 2.562 2.569 -109.4175496 0.54
C1 (c) 1A 30.6 2.523 2.579 -109.4330856 0.11
C1 (d) 1A 27.2 2.495 2.494 -109.4097178 0.75

WGe12 C1 (a) 1A 28.4 2.561 2.493 -113.2143778 0.83
D3d (b) 1A1g 52.3 2.712 2.569 -113.2450288
Cs (c) 1A′ 13.1 2.666 2.618 -113.2227588 0.61
Cs (d) 1A′ 20.2 2.622 2.595 -113.2159817 0.79
C1 (e) 1A 18.5 2.516 2.531 -113.1872784 1.57
C1 (f) 1A 16.8 2.578 2.534 -113.2043697 1.11

WGe13 C1 (a) 1A 37.7 2.614 2.484 -117.0205729
C1 (b) 1A 14.4 2.552 2.483 -117.016615 0.11
C1 (c) 1A 19.9 2.659 2.566 -117.0184083 0.06
C1 (d) 1A 35 2.589 2.506 -117.0036815 0.46
C1 (e) 1A 33.5 2.518 2.537 -116.9791363 1.13

WGe14 C1 (a) 1A 39.1 2.686 2.481 -120.8201343
C1 (b) 1A 17.3 2.761 2.447 -120.8032555 0.46
C1 (c) 1A 31.2 2.669 2.478 -120.8020155 0.49
C1 (d) 1A 31.2 2.569 2.558 -120.8005041 0.53
C1 (e) 1A 21.2 2.658 2.529 -120.7871845 0.9
C1 (f) 1A 13.8 2.612 2.517 -120.7644481 1.52

WGe15 C1 (a) 1A 12.9 2.762 2.453 -124.5907262 0.27
Cs (b) 1A′ 20.1 2.821 2.475 -124.5910758 0.26
C1 (c) 1A 39.1 2.661 2.429 -124.597338 0.09
C1 (d) 1A 40.4 2.623 2.454 -124.6006317
C1 (e) 1A 16.1 2.56 2.485 -124.5508073 1.35
C1 (f) 1A 16.2 2.672 2.499 -124.5835868 0.46

WGe16 C1 (a) 1A 7.2 2.814 2.449 -128.3943823
C1 (b) 1A 33.5 2.681 2.457 -128.3495717 1.22
C1 (c) 1A 36.1 2.748 2.476 -128.3703424 0.65

WGe17 C1 (a) 1A 31.3 2.674 2.457 -132.1528756
C1 (b) 1A 36.8 2.727 2.465 -132.1474679 0.15

a Sym means point-group symmetry, freq represents the lowest
vibrational frequency,Rw-Ge andRGe-Ge denote the shortest bond lengths
of W-Ge and Ge-Ge, respectively,ET denotes the total energies of
different WGen conformers, and∆E denotes the relative energy of every
conformer and the lowest energy identical size cluster.

Figure 1. Equilibrium geometries of WGen (n ) 1-9) clusters;
asterisks indicate the lowest energy structures of all calculated minima.
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optimized geometries of the examined systems, one finds that
the WGe10 10d isomer is the most stable isomer and the WGe10

10d geometry is obviously different from that of the sandwich-
like ReSi10 isomer.12 In analogy to the OsGe10 cluster,2 the
sealed caged 10d structure is opened after geometry optimiza-
tion, manifesting that the open caged structure is dominant for
the W-doped germanium (n ) 10) clusters, which are different
from the first-row TM-doped Ge10 (TM ) Cu, Ni, and Co)
clusters.4-6,13 In addition, the pentagonal prism sandwich-like
10b structure is found as a stable open caged structure after the
insertion of the W atom into the caged Ge10 frame. However,
its total energy is much higher than those of other identical sized
isomers, reflecting that its stability is quite weakened as
compared to that of the other identical sized isomers.

As far as the WGe11 clusters are concerned, the most stable
11a isomer is yielded after the 11th Ge atom, which causes the
distortion of the 11a geometry and eliminates the dangling bonds
of the germanium atoms, is capped on the bicapped tetragonal
antiprism WGe10 10d geometry. Two stable 11b and 11c
structures are generated by aid of the different Ge surface-capped
atoms on the pentagonal prism of the 10d isomer. The Ge face-
capped pentagonal prism 10d is superior to the Ge edge-capped
pentagonal prism 10d isomer in that the former is lower in total
energy than the latter; therefore, the 11c is more stable than the
11b isomer.

Different from the first-row TM-doped Ge12 (TM ) Cu and
Ni) clusters,4,13 a perfect hexagonal prismD3d 12b isomer with
W being encapsulated into a sealed caged Ge12 structure is
generated, and its total energy is much lower than those of the
other caged or basket-like TM-doped Ge12 structures. However,
the other caged geometries with the W atom being not
completely enclosed by germanium frames have some dangling
bonds without being terminated by the enclosed W atom. Hence,
the perfect hexagonal prism 12b structure has enhanced stability
and is appropriate for the building block of quasi-one-
dimensional W-doped germanium nanotubes. As seen from the
examined equilibrium geometries of the WGen clusters, the
identified structures for the most stable WGen are usually
different from the CuGen, and NiGen (n ) 1-12) clusters; the
two cluster series show different growth patterns in that the
critical size for the TMGen (TM ) Co, Ni, and Cu) endohedral
geometries was specified to ben ) 104,13while the critical size
for the W atom being completely encapsulated into the caged
germanium frame in the WGen clusters turns out to ben ) 12.
Interestingly, the encapsulated W atom in the 12b isomer, which
is similar to the W in the WSi12 isomer,3 tends to terminate the
dangling bonds of the Ge atoms and behaves as an acceptor of
charges, which is rooted in the tendency of W to attain a
completely filled 5d10 configuration. In addition, for the first-
row TM-doped Ge12 (TM ) Cu and Ni), the basket-like
structures are the lowest energy structures;4,13 For the WGe12

cluster, however, the stability of the irregular basket-like 12f
structure is quite weakened as compared to that of the hexagonal
prism 12b isomer because of the 12f isomer being higher in
total energy than the 12b isomer. On the basis of the calculated
TMGen (M ) W, Ni, Cu, and Co;n ) 1-12)4,13 geometries,
one concludes that the growth path of the TMGen clusters
strongly depends on the nature of the TM impurity and that the
growth behaviors of the W-doped Gen clusters are obviously
different from those of the TM-doped Gen (TM ) Ni, Cu, and
Co) clusters.4,13

The stable WGe13 13a geometry is yielded after the 13th Ge
atom is capped on the hexagonal prism WGe12 12b geometry.
As compared to other stable structures, the 13a is the most stable

isomer because its total energy is the lowest one in all stable
isomers. As shown in Figure 2, the tricapped pentagonal prism
13b and 13c isomers are emerged by capping germanium atoms
on pentagonal prism WGe10 10b and bicapped tetragonal
antiprism 10d isomers, respectively. One finds that the 13b and
13c isomers are the open caged structures, the W atom is not
totally enclosed by the germanium cage, and some dangling
bonds of germanium atoms exist as compared to the 13a isomer.
For example, the distance between the fourth and 13th germa-
nium atoms in the 13b isomer is approximately 3.41 Å; both
the fourth and 13th Ge atoms are simultaneously bonded with
the W atom with equivalent bond lengths of 2.55 Å, and the
open cagelike structure is formed finally. The 13b and 13c
isomers are less stable than the 13a isomer because the
coordinated germanium atoms of the W atom in the former are
bigger than those of the latter. Hence, the stability of the
W-encapsulated caged Gen clusters is related with the number
of germanium atoms coordinated with the W atom. It should
be pointed out that the basket-like 13e structure with the W
atom being doped in the basket-like pure Ge13 cluster is seriously
distorted after geometry optimization; however, the previous
investigation on the Cu-doped basket-like Gen structures
indicates that the basket-like geometry is not obviously distorted
when the Cu atom is trapped into the basket-like germanium
cage.13

With respect to the WGe14 equilibrium geometries, all
optimized WGe14 structures are shown as the W-encapsulated
sealed Ge14 cage. The most stable fullerene-like WGe14 14a
isomer, which is composed of six pentagons and three rhombi,
is generated. A low-lying 14b isomer, which is generated from
the WGe13 13b isomer, can be found as a stable structure, and
its total energy is higher than that of the 14a isomer by 0.46
eV. As shown in Figure 2, when one Ge atom is capped between
the fourth and 13th Ge atoms of the WGe13 13b isomer, a sealed
caged 14b WGe14 cluster is obtained. Another stable 14c isomer
with total energy being much close to the 14b isomer can be
described as the tetracapped pentagonal prism and it is slightly
different from the 14b isomer in that the Ge-Ge dimer
symmetrically distributes at each side of pentagonal prism.
Additionally, two kinds of pyramidal 14d and 14e structures
are found as the stable structures; however, their total energies
are higher than those of other isomers.

The WGe15 15b structure, which keeps the framework that
is analogous to the fullerene-like WGe14 isomer being proven
to be a special stable structure, is a low-lying isomer. According
to the calculated total energy, it is shown that the basket-like
or pyramidal structures are lower in total energies than the
fullerene-like structure, e.g., the total energy of the most stable
15d structure is lower than that of the 15b isomer by 0.26 eV.
Except for the stable WGe15 clusters mentioned above, some
low-lying amorphous 15e and 15f isomers are also considered
and optimized; the low-lying 15e isomer is yielded after the
extra germanium atoms are capped on the hexagonal prism12b
isomer, and its total energy is much higher than that of the most
stable 15d isomer by 1.36 eV. Consequently, the 15d isomer is
selected as the most stable isomer and ground state.

For the WGe16 clusters, the most stable fullerene-like 16a
isomer, the amorphous low-lying 16b and 16c isomers are
considered and optimized. It should be mentioned that the
fullerene-like WGe16 16a geometry with unbalanced Ge bonds
is different from that of the TM@Si16 isomers.16,17Additionally,
another 16b isomer, which is obtained after the Ge atoms are
capped on the pentagonal prism 12b isomer, is much higher in
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total energy as compared to the fullerene-like 16a structure.
However, in case of the WGe17 clusters, the amorphous 17a
isomer, which is obtained from the Ge-capped pentagonal prism
12b isomer, is lower in total energy than the 17b isomer which
is obtained from the fullerene-like WGe16 16a cluster.

In summary, the W-encapsulated sealed caged germanium
clusters are emerged asn ) 12; the critical size with W being
completely enclosed in Gen frames is larger than that of the
first-row TM-encapsulated sealed caged germanium clusters
(TM ) Ni and Cu;n ) 10). Different from the first-row TM-

Figure 2. Equilibrium geometries of WGen (n ) 10-17) structures; asterisks indicate the lowest energy structures of all calculated minima.
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doped germanium clusters (TM) Ni and Cu), the hexagonal
prism-like WGen structures are distinctly lower in total energies
than the basket-like WGen structures. Moreover, the W-
encapsulated fullerene-like WGen structure first emerges asn
) 14 and has special stability as compared to the basket-like
or pyramidal WGen structures; However, the basket-like or
pyramidal WGe15 15d cluster, which can be seen as the
exception, is stronger in stability than the fullerene-like WGe15

15b structure. Different from the TM@Si16 clusters,16,17 the
fullerene-like W@Ge16 structure has unequivalent bond lengths
among the W and all the germanium atoms and has the same
coordinated number as those of the TM@Si16 clusters;16,17

furthermore, the calculated results on the W@Ge16 structure
show that the W atom in the W@Ge16 interacts with the pz
orbitals of all Ge atoms with covalent bonds and that the
covalent bonds among the pz orbitals of each Ge atom and the
enclosed W atom result in the strong stability of this cluster.

III.C. Relative Stability of Different-Sized W-Doped
Germanium Clusters. It is important to obtain and discuss the
relative stability of different sized clusters because the special
species can act as the building block of novel optoelectronic
nanomaterials. The relative stability of different sized WGen

clusters can be reflected from the averaged atomic binding
energies and fragmentation energies. The averaged atomic
binding energies and fragmentation energies of the WGen

clusters can be described by the following formula:

whereET(WGen-1), ET(Ge), ET(W), andET(WGen) represent
the total energies of the lowest energy WGen-1, Ge, W, and
WGen clusters, respectively.

The calculated results of the averaged atomic binding energies
are plotted as the curves which show sized dependence of the
averaged atomic binding energies of WGen clusters; The third-
row W-doped pure germanium clusters pertaining to the
averaged atomic binding energy are larger than those of the
first-row TMGen (TM ) Cu and Ni) clusters. Additionally, the
investigated TM-doped Gen (TM ) W, Co, Cu, and Ni)4,13

clusters and pure Gen clusters indicate that different transition
metal doped germanium clusters have different influences to
the averaged atomic binding energies of pure germanium clusters
(Figure 3).

On the other hand, the calculated fragmentation energies of
different sized WGen clusters can give the information of relative
stabilities of clusters and provide the most stable building block
of cluster-assembled materials. As shown in Figure 4, the local
maxima ofD(n, n - 1) of WGen clusters localize at 5, 8, 12,
14, and 16, respectively, which are obviously different from
those of the first-row TM-doped germanium clusters (TM)
Cu and Ni). Previous experimental and theoretical results
indicated that the first-row TM (TM) Cu and Ni) doped Ge10

clusters have the strongest stability and the lowest energy TM-
encapsulated symmetrical bicapped tetragonal antiprism rhombi,
which corresponds to enhanced abundances observed for these
species by mass spectroscopy.1,4-6 However, the Ge10 frame of
the WGe10 geometry is changed from the seal caged structure
to the open caged structure after the W atom is doped into the
Ge10 cage. Although the bicapped tetragonal antiprism rhombi
WGe10 10d is optimized as the lowest energy structure in all
stable isomers, the geometry is obviously an open caged
structure and has some dangling bonds that affect the stabilities
of clusters. Different from the first-row TM-doped Ge12 (TM

) Cu and Ni) clusters,4,13 the stability of the hexagonal prism
WGe12 cluster is evidently increased and is apparently stronger
than those of the adjacent sized clusters. As compared to the
hexagonal prism TM@Ge12 (TM ) Cu and Ni) structure,4,13

the hexagonal prism WGe12 cluster is a sealed cagedD3d

structure. Except for the typical bicapped tetragonal antiprism
WGe10 and hexagonal prism WGe12 isomers, the relative
stabilities of the larger-sized clusters are also investigated in
this work. The calculated relative stabilities of fullerene-like
WGe14 or WGe16 structures are stronger than that of the basket-
like or pyramidal WGe15 structure because the enclosed W atom
in the Ge14 and Ge16 frames interacts with all germanium atoms
with coordinated numbers of 14 and 16, respectively. In addition,
the fullerene-like WGe14 isomer is the 18-electron rule system
with a full closed electron configuration. On the basis of the
above discussions, it is indicated that the large-sized WGen

clusters exhibit special geometric and electronic characteristics
as well as the relative stabilities which differ from those of the
TMSin16,17 and TMGen (TM ) Cu, Co, and Ni) clusters.4,13

III.D. HOMO -LUMO Gap. It is useful to study the
HOMO-LUMO gaps because the closed electronic configu-
ration with a large HOMO-LUMO gap is necessary for the
chemical stability of a cluster. As illustrated in Table 3, the
HOMO-LUMO gap of the large-sized fullerene-like cluster is

Figure 3. Sized dependence of the averaged atomic binding energies
of WGen (n ) 3-17) and pure Gen (n ) 3-13) clusters.

Figure 4. Sized dependence of fragmentation energies of WGen (n )
4-17) and pure Gen (n ) 4-13) clusters.

Eb(n) ) [ET(W) + nET(Ge)- ET(WGen)]/n + 1

D(n, n - 1) ) ET(WGen-1) + ET(Ge)- ET(WGen)
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smaller than that of the small-sized cluster. It should be
mentioned that the HOMO-LUMO gap of the fullerene-like
WGe16 is smaller than that of Zr@Si16

17 and the WGe16 is not
of the same stability as Zr@Si16 in the dissociation. Additionally,
the HOMO-LUMO gap (2.334 eV) of the hexagonal prism
WGe12 is distinctly increased as compared to that of the pure
Ge12 (1.705 eV) or NiGe12 (1.691 eV) clusters.4,13 Hence, the
neutral symmetrical hexagonal prism WGe12 cluster with a large
HOMO-LUMO gap, large fragmentation energy, and large
averaged atomic binding energy is suitable as the new building
block of assembly cluster material because of its strong chemical
stability. This finding is distinctly different from those of the
first-row TM@Ge10 (TM ) Cu and Ni) isomers. The third-row
heavy W-doped germanium cluster has a specially stable WGe12

unit which is similar to the W@Si12 cluster,3,18,19reflecting that
stability of the pure germanium cluster is obviously strengthened
when the heavy W atom is enclosed in its Gen frames.

III.E. Charge-Transfer Mechanism and Polarity. It is
valuable to investigate the charge-transfer mechanism of the
TM-doped caged germanium clusters because the hybrid sp3

germanium atoms tends to make germanium chains being three-
dimensional structures and is not superior to forming quasi-
one-dimensional nanotubes. Only the charge-transfer of the TM-
doped germanium cluster makes it possible to form sp2

germanium atoms and plays an important role in forming
nanowires of germanium clusters. As illustrated in Table 3,
charges in the WGen clusters transfer from the germanium
framework to the W atom, indicating that the W atom easily
accepts electrons from the germanium framework which is
related to the degree of 5d shell saturation of the W atom. In
addition, the negative charges of the W atom in the caged
clusters (n > 7) are bigger than those of the W atom in the
small-sized clusters (n < 7), reflecting that the W accepts
abundant electrons from the germanium cages and forms hybrid
sp2 germanium atoms. Interestingly, the W-doped germanium
clusters have different charge-transfer phenomena as compared
to the first-row TM-doped germanium (TM) Cu and Ni)
clusters4,13 because the charges in the CuGen clusters always
transfer from the Cu atom to the germanium atoms,13 while the
charges in the NiGen (n < 6 andn > 11) clusters transfer from
the Ni atom to the Gen atoms and charges in the middle- or
large-sized NiGen (n > 6) clusters transfer from the Gen atoms
to the Ni atom.4 These results again indicate that the heavy W
atom is beneficial for eliminating excess electrons in the
germanium framework and contributes to forming a hybrid sp2

germanium cage as compared to the first-row TM-doped Gen

(TM ) Cu and Ni) clusters.
Previous investigations on the bicapped tetragonal antiprism

TM@Ge10 (TM ) Cu and Ni) clusters indicate that their dipole
moments are very small4,13 because the optimized TM@Ge10

(TM ) Cu and Ni) geometries have higher symmetries and
almost equivalent bond lengths between the TM and germanium
atoms. On the contrary, the bicapped tetragonal antiprism WGe10

has obvious polarity and its dipole moment is 1.418 D in that
the bicapped tetragonal antiprism WGe10 geometry is signifi-
cantly distorted and has obviously different W-Ge bond lengths
and an unsymmetrical distribution of germanium atoms around
the W atom which give rise to the polarity. As for the hexagonal
prism NiGe12 and ZrSi12 clusters with the dipole moment being,
respectively, 0.796 and 1.022 D, they are obviously the polar
molecules;17 on the contrary, the dipole moment of the
hexagonal prism WGe12 is 0 D, corresponding to a nonpolar
cluster withD3d symmetry.

In addition, the fullerene-like ZrSi16 cluster with the dipole
moment of 0.022 D is nearly a nonpolar cluster17 because all
silicon atoms in the ZrSi16 are symmetrically distributed around
the Zr atom. However, the WGe16 has obvious polarity with
the dipole moment being 0.684 D, and the germanium atoms
around the W in the WGe16 are not symmetrically distributed
except for one Ge atom being far away from the W atom as
compared to the other germanium atoms. Hence, the distribution
of the germanium atoms around the transition metal W atom in
the WGe16 cluster affects the polarity and the relative stability
of the clusters.

IV. Conclusion

Equilibrium geometries, stabilities, energy gaps, and polarities
of the tungsten-doped germanium clusters (n ) 1-17) are
systematically investigated using the (U)B3LYP/LanL2DZ
method. All the results are summarized as follows:

(1) The threshold size of the caged WGen clusters and the
critical size of the sealed W-encapsulated Gen structure emerge
at, respectively,n ) 8 andn ) 12, and the remarkable WGe14

geometry is a fullerene-like structure. These findings, however,
differ from those of the first-row TM-doped germanium clusters
(TM ) Cu and Ni) with the critical size of the sealed TM-
encapsulated structures appearing atn ) 10. Hence, the large
differences of the equilibrium geometries between the first-row
TM-doped (TM) Cu and Ni) germanium clusters and the third-
row W-doped caged germanium clusters indicate the different
growth behaviors. In other words, the growth patterns are
dependent on the doped transition metals.

(2) The calculated results show that the relative stability of
the hexagonal prism TM@Ge12 (TM ) Cu and Ni) is weaker
than that of the basket-like TM@Ge12 (TM ) Cu and Ni)
structures. On the contrary, the stability of the lowest energy
hexagonal prism WGe12 is obviously increased as compared to
that of the basket-like WGen structures. The magic numbers of
relative stabilities in terms of the calculated fragmentation
energies are, respectively, 5, 8, 12, 14, and 16. It should be
mentioned that the relative stability of the bicapped tetragonal
antiprism WGe10 geometry is weakened as compared to that of
its neighboring clusters, which differs apparently from those of
the first-row TM@Ge10 (TM ) Cu, Ni, and Co) clusters.

(3) Different from the first-row TM-doped germanium (TM
) Cu and Ni) clusters, charges always transfer from the Ge
ligands to the tungsten atom at different sizes of clusters. This
charge-transfer mechanism of the WGen clusters is beneficial

TABLE 3: Natural Charge Population, HOMO -LUMO
Gap, and Dipole Moment of the Located Lowest Energy
Structures with Spin Singlet State of Different Sized WGen
(n ) 3-17) Clusters

cluster
natural

population
HOMO-LUMO

gap (eV)
dipole

moment (D)

WGe3 -0.893 3.058 2.455
WGe4 -0.771 2.46 2.375
WGe5 -0.663 2.707 2.619
WGe6 -0.739 2.374 1.679
WGe7 -0.795 2.328 2.013
WGe8 -2.248 2.519 0.082
WGe9 -1.813 2.53 0.066
WGe10 -2.349 2.454 1.418
WGe11 -2.072 2.652 0.128
WGe12 -1.625 2.334 0
WGe13 -1.774 2.364 0.578
WGe14 -1.973 1.852 0.027
WGe15 -1.964 1.512 1.134
WGe16 -1.783 1.816 0.684
WGe17 -1.782 1.463 0.389
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for the hybrid sp2 germanium atoms and contributes to forming
a fullerene-like structure.

(4) The HOMO-LUMO gap of the fullerene-like W-doped
germanium clusters is obviously lower than those of the
bicapped tetragonal antiprism WGe10 and the perfect hexagonal
prism WGe12 clusters. The symmetrical hexagonal prism WGe12

cluster with a large HOMO-LUMO gap, large fragmentation
energy, and large binding energy is suitable for the building
block of assembly cluster material because of its strong chemical
stability.

(5) Different from the bicapped tetragonal antiprism TM@Ge10

(TM ) Cu and Ni) and some fullerene-like TM@Si16, the dipole
moments of bicapped tetragonal antiprism WGe10 and fullerene-
like WGe16 obviously exhibit that these species are the polar
molecules. On the contrary, the dipole moment of hexagonal
prism WGe12 is zero, corresponding to a nonpolar molecule.
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